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April 1, 1943
Today we settled into the monotony of getting set up and operating. The maintenance crews were
marched down to the planes, and surveyed the new “pink-ladies” eagerly. There are a number of
“limies” or British soldiers on the base; in fact the base is run by the British. Already the men have
developed that antagonistic attitude towards the British soldiers who apparently garble our language
into grotesque distortions and resent our very presence. At first they were fascinating. We attended a
traveling service-men show last night, given in one of the hangars and produced by the British. From
our standards of entertainment, the show “stank,” and reminded us of our old time vaudeville.
April 2, 1943
We busied ourselves today with getting organized, and retrieving our equipment from Suez where it
had been unloaded from the West Point. Sgts. Richardson [Robert E. Richardson] & Vandiford
returned this afternoon from the boat where they had been over-seeing the unloading of our equipment.
April 3, 1943
This morning we moved our headquarters from the little shack nestled in among the sandbags beside
Hangar number two, and moved down to a similar location beside Hanger number three, leaving our
former office space for Operations and Intelligence. Captain Kisselman returned from Cairo today,
where he had been getting information on S-2 operations. Our new HQ is in the same building with
486th Orderly room and operations, and 488th operations.
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486th Bomb Squadron sent about six
more planes up to the front today. They
are the only squadron, besides the 488th,
that are so well represented in action
already. Colonel Mills and Captain
Bachrach are up in the “A” zone with the
12th Bomb Group getting the lay of the
land, and their first taste of actual combat
conditions. A visiting Colonel and Lt.
Colonel from the 9th Air force, Cairo,
visited us today and conferred with
Colonel Tokaz and Lt. Fowler [James F.
Fowler], their main objective being to
find out in what state of readiness we
were to go to the front, and informing us
of many of the conditions we would have
to encounter. None of our equipment
that was shipped from Newport News
will catch up with us, and will probably
be placed in a pool to be issued to new
outfits coming over. Therefore, we have
to requisition all new equipment. Some
of the Officers are quite provoked as they

had considerable personnel equipment in the Group equipment.
To date there are 19 crews and 17 planes on the front from this group.
April 4, 1943
We will all remember this day as a trying experience on the annals of the 340th Bomb Group. It was
our first African dust storm, and how the dust did blow. A number of the officers of the Ground
Echelon, who were living in tents, were de-housed by the wind. We all got out our dust respirators, and
some their gas masks, as the dust was positively suffocating. Within a couple of hours everything was
blanketed with a thin film of sand. There was a wind of about 35 or 40 miles per hour velocity,
carrying sand that stung the face and hands. It was also quite warm when out of the wind. We tried to
wash our mess kits in the G.I. cans outside, but it was no use. They couldn't keep a fire going under the
water in the strong wind, and the greasy mess kit was soon covered with a film of sand when it was
withdrawn from the water.
Activity was at a standstill, and the men tried to keep their tents staked down to the ground. However
the storm subsided in late afternoon, and everyone shook the dust from their belongings, and tried to
cough it all out of their lungs. We trust these storms don't occur every other day. Also after the dust
storm, a swarm of little red beetles settled down on everything, and were quite uncomfortable groveling
around in the dust on the back of one's neck. We have out-door showers, and it is quite uncomfortable
under these open cold showers in a desert wind.
April 5, 1943
It was bright and sunny this morning and a crisp cool breeze whipped off the lake, though not a
sandstorm like yesterday. Today they discontinued the Consolidated Mess where the flight Echelon
and Headquarters Officers had been messing. We do not have enough cooks or mess equipment to
operate three messes. 486 and 487 have consolidated their mess as well as the 488 and 489th. This
noon, 488th mess was terribly crowded with Officers and enlisted men from the whole Group messing
there. They are also trying to accommodate the Officers with plates etc., and are imposing a lot of
work on themselves, and a lot of inconvenience on the Enlisted men.
This afternoon we received an emergency message from the 18th Bomb Group who are up at the front
and who are using almost a third of our planes and crews, asking for K.P.s and mess accommodations
for our personnel. We are trying at present to to get everything possible up to the front to try to give
our combat crews experience on the retreating Rommel's forces. Colonel Tokaz has practically taken
command of the Group now, and we are beginning to feel the grip of his command.
April 6, 1943
Several days ago, we lost two planes up on the front. They were manned by crews from the 18th Bomb
Group, and none of our men were lost. Up to date we have not lost a man in combat, but it appears that
the 18th Bomb Group is using our outfit and equipment as a replacement pool for their own. They have
only two squadrons on the front at present, though one of their squadrons is equal to two or three of
ours in size. The other two squadrons are supposedly in Algiers.

The transports took off this morning with Mess personnel and equipment for the front. So far they
have taken a goodly part of our men up there by plane. Captain Summers, Group Matériel Officer is in
Cairo checking up on the procedure and quantity of equipment we can obtain. They are deathly short
on trucks and other matériel in this country.
Tomorrow S/Sgt. Smith E. Lewis, and T/Sgt. Lennon [Thomas E. Lennon] will go to the front by plane
together with other necessary personnel. The African campaign is drawing to a close. Newspaper
reports 100 B-17's bombing Naples, and it looks as if the target for the 340th will be the sunny shores of
Italy.
April 7, 1943
We have been receiving a series of chemical warfare lectures of late, a series of five two-hour lectures.
As far as we know, the Germans have not used gas up to date, but with their back pressed to the wall as
we feel they soon will be, they may resort to it. Two plane loads of men including Captain Kisselman,
Lennon and Lewis went to the front this morning. They are trying to get the whole flight echelon up
there as soon as possible. We received a lot of athletic equipment, a radio-phonograph, and other
special service equipment. We have more athletic equipment now than plane equipment. This
afternoon we listened to the enchanting rhythms of good old American swing, by recording
April 8, 1943
Yesterday was pay-day in Headquarters and today was filled with big heads and heavy eye-lids.
Activity hummed in the headquarters and orderly rooms, as preparations were made to send more men
to the front. Important telephone calls concerning accommodations on transport planes, bombers to
leave for the front, and other matters were placed and received. Fayid, Egypt, about 30 miles away is
our local headquarters, and Cairo of course the Ninth Air force Headquarters.
Passes for one-day are in style now, and many enlisted men (allowance of 15% of personnel) are going
to Ishmalia, up to Cairo on the mail plane, and other places. Some of the enlisted men have bought
motorcycles, and can be seen in the streets trying to get them started. There is entertainment almost
nightly in the hanger, of vaudeville nature or American movies. The air is filled with the drone of
airplane motors, P-40's and B-25's, as they take off, land, and swoop low over the buildings.
Occasionally one is reminded of the fact that the buildings we now occupy were once bombed and
strafed, for the shrapnel and shell fragments have left very definite holes in the sides and roofs. Out on
the sands are the shattered brick walls of a building, an old wrecked tank, a bomb crater half filled by
the blowing sand, and an occasional danger sign “a fatal accident happened here.” but now we operate
with the serenity of any army camp, and worm our way through the piles of sandbags with unconcern.
April 9, 1943
We are having considerable difficulty getting supplies from Fayid Quartermaster. I understand we are
the first All-American Bomb Group (M) in the middle east, and all supply lines, quite cramped with
their terrific load are moreso drained by our major requirements of bedding, tents, trucks, and other
equipment. Supply is almost the largest and is the busiest department at this time.

The 489th sent 23 Officers and 25 EM to the front this morning, these consisting largely of combat
crews. More will go forward within the next couple of days. Colonel Mills is scheduled to return to El
Kabrit tomorrow. Large quantities of ground personnel are scheduled to go forward by transport plane
within the next few days. Soon we expect the whole group to be at the front.
Lt. Fowler is sick with fever, similar to the malady that is characteristic of the climate. Our diet is
largely acid, far different from the West Point's menu, and augments furious kidney activity and lowers
resistance to colds. Many have bad colds. We received typhus shots this afternoon. Rifle & pistol
practice, gas and insurance lectures, and a routine not unlike Walterboro prevails.
April 10, 1943
Activity was at a maximum today in the 340th, dampened only by a nasty dust storm that blew up in the
afternoon. 486th and 488th Bomb Squadrons have most of their flight echelons up on the front at
present, and the ground echelons will move forward within the next few days. The 18th Bomb Group
does not have facilities to take care of our flight echelon, so they are anxious to get our ground men up
there pronto. Colonel Mills conferred this afternoon with the Squadron Commanders and Group
executives in the Officers barracks. This evening preparations were under way for a huge truck convoy
to go forward tomorrow morning, consisting of about 16 trucks with men and supplies. Lt. Fowler sick
in hospital, and feeling pretty miserable. Sgt. House[James Q. House] and S/Sgt. Smith returned from
Cairo with livid tales of American splendor in the way of food and entertainment. Some men have been
fortunate enough to get passes before the restriction that will soon be imposed due to our moving up.
Sfax is in Allied hands, and they continue hammering the Hell out of the few remaining Germans.
April 11, 1943
[No entry for this date.]

April 12, 1943
All last night men worked feverishly to load trucks and equipment and personnel for the truck convoy

to leave this morning. Equipment began pouring in early this morning that had been requisitioned a
week earlier in answer to the S.O.S. sent out by Colonel Mills yesterday. Everywhere the wheels of
progress were turning in our direction, and by 0900 the convoy of some 100[?] trucks headed out onto
the open road towards the front.
Three large transports left with personnel and equipment at about 0700. After all had left that were
leaving, all of HQ personnel and quite a few squadron personnel were left behind because the trucks
were filled. This afternoon the 340th breathed a sigh of relief and began planning for the morrow when
8 large transports were scheduled to take 340th personnel up to the front. This evening the 8 D-53's and
DC-3's landed ready to take off at 0600 in the morning.
April 13, 1943
This morning we arose at 0430 and packed our baggage in the planes. Colonel Mills, Colonel Tokaz,
Major Whittington, Captain Parrish, Lt. Fowler and other HQ personnel boarded No. 68 and we took
off at 0630. Flying over the Great Bitter sea, we soon crossed the fertile Nile valley, Cairo, and saw the
pyramids in the distance. The Nile valley was like a flourishing garden divided into small square plots.
Soon the valley disappeared into a thin blue haze and we flew over desert-like country sparsely covered
with tufts of dry foliage and broken only by jutting buttes and the dry beds of small streams. We
followed the coastline of the Mediterranean for the whole trip, sometimes far inland and at other times
in full sight of the blue Mediterranean sea. A small desert town occasionally broke the monotony of the
desert scenery, and small square plastered houses with their water reservoir beside them were often
visible.
Along the entire route from Cairo to Tripoli we flew near the coastline road where Rommel advanced
and retreated before the British Eighth Army. Many of the ravages of war could be seen below such as
a wrecked plane, burned trucks, junk yards full of wrecked equipment. The narrow strip of asphalt
below that was once the war's main highway, was now filled with British and American trucks in an
almost unending stream, pouring supplies up to the front. Egypt seems to be the quartermaster for all
Allied Forces in the Middle East.
After about [illegible] hours in the air, we stopped at El Ayden for gas. The plane circled the field and
came in for a smooth landing. Here too could be seen the ravages of war, for there was nothing left of
two large hangers except the brick walls and twisted steel framework.
We paid a visit to the British Canteen and bought a hot drink, something of a cross between cocoa, tea
and mud while the officers in several instances took away a stock of canned goods. So far it seems that
the army lives out of cans. But the gas tanks are filled and we must be on our way.
Having a very distinguished passenger list in our plane, we rate none less than a major for a pilot. The
plane is quite heavily loaded with equipment, but the major makes a very successful take-off.
The desert grows more bare and desolate looking. In many places the surface is veined like an old
man's hand, and it is not uncommon to see the tell-tale tank tracks of a previous foray. Although the
ground looks very dry the gulches near the sea, and farther inland are deep and severe reminding one of
the torrents that come down in the rainy season.

Colonel Mills grows quite restless with the trip and rocks absently on his heels in the aisle. Lt. Penney
sleeps soundly with mouth open, fish-style, on a pile of barracks bags. Colonel Tokaz wakes
ostentatiously out of his solemnity long enough to slyly poke a cigarette butt into Lt. Penney's gaping
maw. Major Whittington sits quiet and blank, with a trace of worry on his cool brow and a dreamy
expression about his dark languid eyes.
Once we circled low over a well cultivated area, the warm bumpy air jolting several to their senses, but
soon rose again to about 3,000 feet and flew on. As we came further west the country improved and
offered more in the way of scenery.
Someone passed the remark that we were coming down, and as the plane dipped its right wing, we
could see the olive groves, hangers, aircraft and field of Castel Benito, named by Mussolini for his son.
The field was very busy with many British ships taking off and landing. The Colonel rode off in a jeep
on business and we stayed there almost an hour talking to the crew members and admiring the dry
beauty of the place.
But leave we did and after a few hours we were past Tripoli and landed at Medinine, a very hotly
contested area only some weeks previous. The truck was there for our baggage. We ate with the 12th
Bomb Group, and pitched our tent. We were in the blue.
April 14, 1943
Stories of mines, bombings, strafings and recent missions were passed on to us. The previous night we
fancied we saw flares of light in the northwest. The 12th Bomb Group was pulling out that morning for
Sfax, and we discovered later that we were too. But may I digress for a moment to tell you of the fate
of 11 men and three officers with whom I was affiliated who were sent back to Castel Benito as “B”
party?
We pulled stakes this morning and loaded our equipment and radio properties including a very large
energizer and some wing jacks aboard some ration trucks. The drivers of these trucks as we soon
discovered were in no little hurry, and we soon found ourselves bouncing along in the back of a G.I.
truck. Of course we expected to see the scenery on the way, but were suffocated into seclusion by a
thick cloud of yellow dust which poured voluminously under the canvas of the truck. I might add that
the roads in this part of the country consist of a narrow strip of asphalt, bordered by a gravel shoulder
filled with pock holes. With the tremendous volume of traffic on these roads one can easily see how
often it is necessary to take to the pock holes.
At any rate we passed through the town of Medinine and bounced on down to Castel Benito, catching
sight of occasional wrecked Axis trucks and machinery.
The first night in Castel Benito was spent in the De Gink hotel, which is nothing more than a dozen or
two G.I. tents with the hardest double-deckers I've ever tried to sleep on, and a barrel of wash water.
We unloaded our equipment about dark after first getting sustenance from the 315th Service Group
Mess Hall.

April 15, 1943
The next nine day's activity of our little lost battalion might be summed up in nothing lost nothing
gained, and we merely existed. So today we dug in or at least started the digging in. The floor of our
tent was about three feet deep with a little stairway outside.
April 16, 1943
We finished our diggings today and set up our tents. We are located in a combination vineyard and
olive grove about ½ or ¼ mile from the field. The fruit trees are just passed the blossoming stage, and
there are quite a few poppies around, some looking as though they had been cultivated. A very pleasant
location with plenty of water to wash clothes and quite a bit of interest to see.
April 17, 1943
Almost everyone went to Tripoli today which is about 16 kilometers away. The town was filled with
British soldiers but otherwise quite barren of activity. There is a beautiful harbor there, though filled
with wrecked shipping, mostly Axis. However, now there is considerable shipping going on as there is
almost a complete change of boats during the night. The Axis had sunk several large barges of concrete
in the mouth of the harbor but these had been later blasted away by the Allies. A very graceful park
bordered the harbor on one side, and prominent buildings such as hotels, and offices were well
protected by barrage balloons overhead.
Tripoli is divided by a large stone wall into the old city and the new city. The new city has modernistic
Italian architecture slightly defaced by bombings, broad streets and modern utilities. The old city
which was out of bounds for soldiers had narrow streets and much more primitive buildings.
A few souvenir shops were about all that was open. Soldiers could buy sandwiches and coffee, cocoa,
or tea at a reclaimed Italian tap-room. A government sponsored house of prostitution did a flourishing
business, having three section for Pvts, Sgts., and Officers. Food was terribly scarce, and American
soldiers were an oddity.
April 18, 1943
Lt. Fowler has been trying to get some satisfaction as to what we are supposed to do here, but so far has
found little out except that we are supposed to intercept the convoy and start a B party here. The 12th
Bomb group has a “B” party here that repairs wrecked planes and performs major administration.
However, we aren't worrying too much about our duty assignment at present as it is quite pleasant just
loafing around here and catching up on our laundry and correspondence.

April 19, 1943
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Today several of us went over the the “Boneyard” and inspected many of the wrecks of enemy air-craft.
Messerschmidts, Fock Wulfes [Focke-Wulf], Junker transports, and Italian planes galore, give evidence
of the tremendous aerial loss to the enemy, and in some instances, as with the Fock Wulfe 190 [FockeWulf Fw 190] , the effectiveness and deadliness of their weapons. British anti-aircraft guns are to be
seen at frequent intervals.
April 20, 1943
Lt. Lewis, 48[illegible]th Bomb Squadron, and Lt. Harlan, 488th Bomb Squadron dropped in on us
today. Lt. Lewis got lost on a night mission, bailed out and after 3 days on the desert found his way
back to Sfax where our “A” party is now located. Colonel Mills had granted him a 10-day leave to
Cairo, and he stopped here for authority by orders. Lt. Harlan was on a secret mission to Medina.
Lt. Fowler left for Sfax to consult with Colonel Mills. He hasn't been able to find out anything
concerning our movements from the local headquarters.
April 21, 1943
Lt. Fowler returned from Sfax today and tells us we will stay here for a while. The boys have been
going to town pretty regularly, some of them coming back slightly stewed. In our spare time we have
been picking up shovels, lumber, cans, or anything else that might be of future use. By necessity, the
340th has become a band of scavengers, and sometimes someone has gall enough to contest our
ownership to such acquired material.

April 22, 1943
Lt. Fowler came back from Tripoli today and informed us that we would move up to Sfax, leaving on
the morning of the 24th. This was good news to all, and we immediately commenced our scavenger
hunt for tubing, lumber, and food. We were to get seven trucks from the 12th Bomb Group and we are
to drive there.
April 23, 1943
Today was a very busy day. We reloaded the radio equipment today and also a lot of field equipment
that the 12th Bomb Group turned over to us. The 315th Service Group is furnishing the trucks and also
the drivers. We have had a terrible time getting transportation over here, and the 12th Bomb Group was
supposed to turn over these trucks to us through the 315th; but something slipped up somewhere and
we have no trucks. By evening we had everything loaded after a grueling day of loading trucks with
old equipment of the 12th, such as a portable hanger, energizers, tools, radio equipment, etc.
April 24, 1943
We left Castel Benito this morning about 1000 and stopped in Tripoli to pick up some mess tables and
special service equipment. Lt. Fowler left yesterday in a jeep quite suddenly, and Lt. Hoffman and Lt.
Gjertson are in charge. This impedes progress. We stayed in Tripoli until about 0400 waiting on the
lumber for the mess tables. Major Paul breezed into town in his command car two days ahead of the
convoy. He conferred with Lt. Hoffman and the 9th Air Force. At 0400 we took to the open road and
drove about 30 miles out of Tripoli where we camped for the night. “Wogs” or poor natives crowded
around us as soon as we stopped with eggs for exchange for sugar.
April 25, 1943
This truck ride up to Sfax is much less harrowing than the last. The trucks are equipped with governors
since one driver, in good Yankee style, crowded a general's car off of the road.
We drove past Medinine, the Mareth line which is merely mines, pill boxes, entrenchments, tank traps
and barb wire and camped just outside of Gabes. Out of Italian territory and into French
territory;........all Allied territory now.
April 26, 1943
We reached Sfax about noon, our whole trip being along the Mediterranean coast line. Unloading our
equipment, we ate with the 486th Bomb Squadron. Our first day at Sfax was eventful as well as
sorrowful. Upon the previous day we lost two planes, and one of our few first-rate offices, Major
Whittington. Colonel Mills & Colonel Tokaz as well as the whole group were terribly put out, not only
because of his immense practical value to the group, but because of his personal qualities.

Major Whittington,
Commanding officer of the 487th
Bomb Squadron and ace pilot
was killed as well as Lt. Deel,
489th operations officer and their
respective crews. [The lost
crews consisted of: Major Cyrus
A. Whittington, flying the ship
named “Little Joe,” Lt. Hugh E.
Allen, Lt. Lewis B. Lawter,
S/Sgt. Hugh E. Allen, Jr., Sgt.
D.W. Webster. In the second
aircraft named “Old Mag Drop”
were 1st. Lt. William O. Deel,
F/O John M. Gilbert, F/O F.N.
Balmes, Lt. J.W. Stetler, S/Sgt.
Clarence Reed and S/Sgt.
Eugene Galbreath.]
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The planes had just taken off
flying in close formation. Major Whittington was leading the formation when Lt. Deel's plane came
upward suddenly and wrecked the tail of the lead plane. Both planes crashed to the ground full of
bombs.
Cyrus A. Whittington, with several submarines to his credit, and all kinds of flying experience, was
respected, loved and envied by all. The good die young must certainly apply.
Back in Tacoma Washington his wife is expecting a baby.
This afternoon funeral services were held in a British cemetery not far from here, and the remains
which consisted of very small scraps of flesh here and there were very difficult to collect.
A mission went off this afternoon, missed the target which was an air field well-protected by a heavy
barrage of ack-ack and bombed a nearby enemy town instead. Several planes returned badly shot up.
When they came back and circled for a landing, there was a great deal of confusion on the field. The
operations officers of the 12th Bomb Group who were landing the planes shot red and green flares up in
confusion in answer to the S.O.S. flares of several crippled planes. One plane could not get his wheels
down and was forced to make a belly landing. Another one was landed on a wrong runway and
collided with another plane coming in on the open runway. Many planes have trouble with the bombs
getting stuck in the holders on the wings. These bombs that remain make landing especially crash
landings, quite dangerous. We are still operating in conjunction with the 12th Bomb Group.
April 27, 1943
Captain Meriwether [Gilmer Meriwether, Jr.], in charge of details, Group S-2 officer 487th Bomb
Squadron, has been having a hell of a time getting men. There are so few detail men from the ground
echelon here at the present time. The Colonel's toilet seat has been awaiting movement for several
days, and he is getting provoked. Incidentally, the toilet seats were given a priority in Egypt and flown

up by transport, much to the aggravation of the plane's crew members.
There was one plane from the 486th that failed to return yesterday from the mission, and it is believed it
was lost over enemy territory. We are still sweating it out though. [The crew listed as POW were: 1st
Lt. Samuel R. Dorrance, 2nd Lt. Robert J. Davis, 2nd Lt. Charles C. Huppert, T/Sgt. William C. Galate,
S/Sgt. Fred N. Foster]
We have hardly any transportation and the motor situation is getting critical. The convoy will be here
on the 29th however, and that will help. Activity is slow today after the past two days of unbridled
events. We are keeping guard on the wrecked planes of Major Whittington and Lt. Deel. There is
nothing much to guard except burnt scraps of metal and bomb craters.
April 28, 1943
Today was largely one of recovery from recent events. Things were pretty slow until about 1600 when
the convoy started to roll in. This of course set everyone to work finding tenting areas, and trying to
make the poor boys at home after their grueling trek across the desert. Departments of HQ and the
Squadrons grabbed onto the 28 vehicles that came in like candy.
Morale is low at the present time, and it would become some bright energetic person to institute some
kind of diversion to cheer the boys up. The poor flight echelon has taken a beating lately, and those
that are left behind on a mission really sweat their buddies out. Colonel Mills is still the essence of
stability, and he will pull the Group through someway. P.X. supplies are to be distributed tomorrow,
and we are due to have some beer in a few days. Lt. Gjertson, special services Officer, is the logical
man to give the group that little bit of spirit in the way of entertainment etc. that is needed so much at
this time. However, Lt. Gjertson is far from being made of live rubber, and falls down on any real
progressive attempt of this nature.
Sgt. House, HQ section and former operations clerk has been appointed Public relations man, and
devotes all his time to writing specialties for home town papers and other publications on men and
activities of this group.
April 29, 1943
A mission went off this morning to bomb an Axis concentration near Tunis. Eighteen planes
participated. 17 came back and one came in on one motor. We were eating chow when an explosion
and smoke attracted our attention to the field where the planes were coming in. A 12th Bomb Group
plane blew up, when taxiing in after landing. It was doubtlessly a bomb explosion though no one could
ascertain the exact cause except that the plane didn't get rid of all of its wing bombs. Captain Keller,
C.O. Of the 486th Bomb Squadron failed to return, and we were all sweating him out. About noon, a
pursuit plane spotted a wrecked plane, and four men walking about below. Later this afternoon Captain
Bachrach picked up the complete crew of six who had bailed out and were quite safe. The plane had
one motor go bad, losing oil after ack-ack fire, and the other motor was missing badly. Captain Keller
was riding co-pilot. There was a great sigh of relief as Captain Keller walked into Headquarters today
with a big smile on his face. We are taking an awful beating so far.

April 30, 1943
No word from the missing plane of the 486th, and we have about given up hopes of ever recovering the
crew or the plane. There was no mission today, though we had an hour stand-by this morning.
Everything looks much more progressive today. Beer came in from the Post Exchange this evening,
124 cases of it, and was distributed to the men in the group. Lt. Gjertson and Chaplain Cooper erected
a tent this afternoon for Special Service center. We have two radios and phonograph combinations and
a library and athletic equipment.
We are expecting the big push up on the front within the next few days. It is imperative to get the
Germans out of Africa by the first of June in order to work in with the Allied schedule for a front in
Europe.

